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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we give some necessary and sufficient conditions for Dembowski–Ostrom
polynomials to be planar. These conditions give a simple explanation of the Coul-
ter–Matthews and Ding–Yin commutative semifields and enable us to obtain permutation
polynomials from some of the Zha–Kyureghyan–Wang commutative semifields. We then
give a generalization of Feng’s construction of Paley type group schemes in extra-special
p-groups of exponent p and construct a family of Paley type group schemes in what we
call the flag groups of finite fields. We also determine the strong multiplier groups of these
group schemes. In the last section of this paper, we give a straightforward generalization of
the twin primepower construction of difference sets to a construction ofHadamard designs
from twin Paley type association schemes.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A d-class association scheme (X, R0, R1, . . . , Rd) is a finite set X together with a partition R0, R1, . . . , Rd of X × X such
that
(i) R0 = {(x, x) | x ∈ X};
(ii) R⊤i := {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ Ri} ∈ {R1, R2, . . . , Rd} for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d;
(iii) there are non-negative integers pki,j, i, j, k = 0, 1, . . . , d, such that for any (x, y) ∈ Rk the number of z ∈ X with
(x, z) ∈ Ri and (z, y) ∈ Rj is pki,j;
(iv) pki,j = pkj,i for all i, j, k = 0, 1, . . . , d.
We call a scheme (X, R0, R1, . . . , Rd) a group scheme if X is a group and (xg, yg) ∈ Ri whenever (x, y) ∈ Ri for all g ∈ X
and all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d. Such schemes are also known as Schur rings [31] or translation schemes [3] when X is an
abelian group. Given a group scheme (X, R0, R1, . . . , Rd), an automorphism ϕ of X is called a multiplier of the scheme if
ϕ(Ri) = {(ϕ(x), ϕ(y)) | (x, y) ∈ Ri} ∈ {R0, R1, . . . , Rd} for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d, and a strong multiplier if ϕ(Ri) = Ri for
all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d. The multipliers and strong multipliers of a group scheme (X, R0, R1, . . . , Rd) form groups which we
denote byM(X, R0, R1, . . . , Rd) andM0(X, R0, R1, . . . , Rd), respectively. Two-class association scheme is simply a unifying
term for strongly regular graph and skew Hadamard matrix. We will call a two-class association scheme (X, R0, R1, R2) a
Paley type scheme if |R1| = |R2| and p11,2 = p21,2. Our objective of this paper is to study the connections between Paley type
group schemes and commutative presemifields, and construct Paley type group schemes from finite fields.
Given a finite group G of order v, a k element subset D of G is called a (v, k, λ)-difference set if for every g ≠ 1 in G, there
are exactly λ pairs of (d1, d2) ∈ D × D such that d1d−12 = g . A (v, k, λ)-difference set in a group G gives rise to a (v, k, λ)-
symmetric design whose automorphism group contains G as a subgroup which acts regularly on the design. A difference set
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D in a groupG is called a skewHadamard difference set ifD(−1) := {g−1|g ∈ D} satisfiesD∩D(−1) = ∅ andD∪D(−1) = G\{1}.
Hence a skewHadamard difference set must be a (4n−1, 2n−1, n−1)-difference set for some positive integer n. Note that
if D is a (v, k, λ)-difference set in G, then so is D(−1), and the symmetric design developed from D(−1) is dual to that of D. If G
is a group of ordermn and N is a normal subgroup of G of order n, a k element subset D of G is called an (m, n, k, λ)-relative
difference set relative to N if for every g ∈ G \N , there are exactly λ pairs of (d1, d2) ∈ D×D such that d1d−12 = g and there
is no such expression for any 1 ≠ g ∈ N . An (m, n, k, λ)-relative difference set in a group G relative to a normal subgroup
N of G gives rise to an (m, n, k, λ)-symmetric divisible design whose automorphism group contains G as a subgroup which
acts regularly and transitively on the design and the normal subgroup N is the stabilizer in G of the point classes and parallel
classes of the design. As with difference sets, if D is an (m, n, k, λ)-relative difference set relative to a normal subgroup N of
G, then so isD(−1) := {g−1|g ∈ D}, and the design obtained fromD(−1) is dual to that ofD. The (m, n, k, λ)-relative difference
set D is called semi-regular if k = m. When n = 1, an (m, n, k, λ)-relative difference set is simply an (m, k, λ)-difference
set. If D is a (v, k, λ)-difference set in a group G or an (m, n, k, λ)-relative difference set in G relative to a normal subgroup N
of G, an automorphism σ ∈ Aut(G) is called a multiplier of D if σ(D) = {σ(g) | g ∈ D} = {gh | g ∈ D} = Dh for some h ∈ G,
and a strong multiplier if σ(D) = D. Multipliers and strong multipliers of D form groups, which will be called the multiplier
group and strong multiplier group of D and will be denoted byM(D) andM0(D), respectively. The groupsM(D) andM0(D)
are important invariants of the difference set D. Each multiplier inM(D) induces an automorphism of the design obtained
from D. For more details on difference sets and relative difference sets, we refer the reader to Beth et al. [1] and Pott [39].
Given a finite group G of order v, a k element subset D of G satisfying D = D(−1) is called a (v, k, λ, µ)-partial difference
set if for every g ≠ 1 in D, there are exactly λ pairs of (d1, d2) ∈ D × D such that d1d−12 = g , and every g ≠ 1 in
G \ D, there are exactly µ pairs of (d1, d2) ∈ D × D such that d1d−12 = g . When λ = µ, the partial difference set D
is a (v, k, λ)-difference set fixed by inversion, i.e. D = D(−1). If D is a (v, k, λ, µ)-partial difference set and the identity
element 1 of G is in D, then D \ {1} is a (v, k − 1, λ − 2, µ)-partial difference set. A partial difference set D in G is said to
be regular if 1 ∉ D and the Cayley graph Γ of G generated by a subset D of G is a strongly regular graph if and only if D is a
regular partial difference set in G. A partial difference set is said to be of Paley type if it is a (4n + 1, 2n, n − 1, n)-regular
partial difference set. The survey article by Ma [31] is a nice resource for more information on partial difference sets and
[8,12,13,22,21,23,29,33–35,37,36,38] contain many interesting constructions.
A finite presemifield F is a finite abelian groupwritten additively and equippedwith an additional binary operation called
multiplication a ∗ b for any a and b in F such that a ∗ (b+ c) = (a ∗ b)+ (a ∗ c) and (a+ b) ∗ c = (a ∗ c)+ (b ∗ c) for all a, b
and c in F , and a∗ b = 0 if and only if a = 0 or b = 0 for all a and b in F . A presemifield F with a multiplicative identity 1, i.e.
the element 1 ∈ F satisfies 1 ∗ a = a ∗ 1 = a for all a ∈ F , is called a semifield. The additive group of a finite presemifield
must be an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p (see [28], or [5,7] for its generalization). A presemifield F is said to
be commutative if a ∗ b = b ∗ a for all a and b in F . Every finite presemifield coordinatizes a translation and dual translation
finite projective plane. Kantor [27] containsmost known semifieldswhile [2,43] provide the newest families of commutative
semifields.
Let G be a finite group. The group ring Z[G] of the group G is the set of formal sums−
g∈G
agg,
where ag ∈ Z is the integer coefficient of g in the formal sum, endowed with the addition−
g∈G
agg

+
−
g∈G
bgg

=
−
g∈G
(ag + bg)g,
and multiplication−
g∈G
agg
−
g∈G
bgg

=
−
g∈G
−
h∈G
agh−1bh

g.
It is clear that Z[G] is a ring. For any subset X of Gwe identify X with the group ring element
X =
−
g∈X
g.
Using the group ring notations, we can see that a k element subset D of G is a (v, k, λ)-difference set if and only if
DD(−1) = (k− λ)+ λG
in Z[G], and D is a (4n − 1, 2n − 1, n − 1)-skew Hadamard difference set if and only if D + D(−1) + 1 = G and
DD(−1) = n + (n − 1)G in Z[G]; it is an (m, n, k, λ)-relative difference set relative to a normal subgroup N of G if and
only if
DD(−1) = k+ λ(G− N)
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in Z[G]; it is a (v, k, λ, µ)-partial difference set in G if and only if D = D(−1) and
DD(−1) = γ + (λ− µ)D+ µG
in Z[G], where
γ =

k− λ, if 1 ∈ D
k− µ, if 1 ∉ D,
and D is a (4n+ 1, 2n, n− 1, n)-Paley type partial difference set if and only if D = D(−1) and
DD(−1) = n− D+ nG
in Z[G]. Paley type group schemes are precisely skew Hadamard difference sets or Paley type partial difference sets (see
Section 6), and for this reason, we will also call such a difference set D a Paley type group scheme. If we denoted the Paley
type group scheme obtained from the difference set D in G by (G,D), then clearlyM0(G,D) = M0(D) when D is a skew
Hadamard difference set in G. Hence we will useM0(D) instead ofM0(G,D) to denote the strong multiplier group of any
Paley type group scheme.
Paley type group schemes were first constructed by Paley in [32] using quadratic residues of finite fields of odd order.
Since then, Paley type partial difference sets and skewHadamard difference sets have been treated separately. Abelian skew
Hadamard difference sets and their exponent bound were studied in [4,9,25]. Currently known exponent bound concerning
abelian groups containing skew Hadamard difference sets are summarized in Theorem A and Theorem 2.1 in [9]. It was
shown in [6] that the multiplier group of an abelian skew Hadamard difference set coincides with its strong multiplier
group. The only abelian groups we know to contain skew Hadamard difference sets are elementary abelian p-groups. There
have been several major breakthroughs on the construction of skew Hadamard difference sets in recent years. The first
new discovery was made by Ding and Yuan [17]. The subsequent new construction was given in [16]. The most recent
construction of skew Hadamard difference in some non-abelian groups is given by Feng [18]. Abelian Paley type partial
difference sets were studied in [11,30,37,38,42], among which, Davis [11] gave the first construction of Paley type partial
difference sets in p-groups of exponent greater than p, while Polhill [37,38] produced the first families of abelian Paley type
partial difference sets in non-p-groups. In [41], Paley’s construction of Paley type group schemes was generalized by using
‘‘quadratic residues’’ of commutative presemifields. Themain results of this paper are the following Theorems1.1–1.4,where
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are the strengthened version of Corollary 2.7 in [41] and Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are a generalization of
Theorem 1 in [18].
Let F be a finite field of order q = pn, where p is an odd prime. A polynomial f (x) over F is called a Dembowski–Ostrom
polynomial (see [10,14]) over F if the map ∂ f : F× F→ F given by
∂ f (x, y) = f (x+ y)− f (x)− f (y)
is additive for all x and y in F, that is if f (x+ y+ z)+ f (x)+ f (y)+ f (z) = f (x+ y)+ f (y+ z)+ f (z + x) for all x, y and z
in F. It is well known (see [10]) that every reduced Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial over F is of the form
f (x) =
n−1
i,j=0
ai,jxp
i+pj ,
where ai,j are elements in F for all i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. A polynomial f (x) over a finite field F is said to be planar if
the graph R = {(x, f (x)) | x ∈ F} of the polynomial in (F,+)2 is a (q, q, q, 1)-relative difference set relative to the
subgroup N := {(0, y) | y ∈ F} in (F,+)2, that is if the polynomial f (x + a) − f (x) is a permutation polynomial
over F for every 0 ≠ a ∈ F. Planar Dembowski–Ostrom polynomials are equivalent to commutative presemifields
[10,19,24,41] because every commutative presemifield (F ,+, ∗) gives rise to a planar Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial
f (x) = x ∗ x over F, and every planar Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial f (x) over F defines a commutative presemifield
(F ,+, ∗) with x ∗ y = [f (x + y) − f (x) − f (y)]/2. A polynomial map f : F → F is called a two-to-one map (see [41]) if
for each y ∈ F, either there are no elements x in F∗ with f (x) = y, or there are exactly two distinct elements x1 and x2 in
F∗ with f (x1) = f (x2) = y, where F∗ is the multiplicative group of F. We call a polynomial map f : F→ F normalized if f
satisfies that f (x) = 0 if and only if x = 0. Note that for a normalized even two-to-one map f : F→ F, we have f (x) = f (y)
if and only if x2 = y2.
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a finite field of odd order and f (x) be a Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial over F. Let Df = {f (x) | 0 ≠ x ∈
F}. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) f (x) is planar;
(ii) f (x) is a normalized two-to-one map;
(iii) Df is a Paley type group scheme in the additive group (F,+);
(iv) there is a permutation polynomial g(x) over F such that f (x) = g(x2) for all x ∈ F.
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a finite field of order congruent 3 modulo 4 and f (x) be a Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial over F. Then
there is a unique odd map g : F→ F, i.e. g(−x) = −g(x) for all x ∈ F, such that f (x) = g(x2), and the polynomial f (x) is planar
if and only if g(x) is a permutation of F.
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Let F be a finite field and q = |F| such that gcd(q, 3) = 1. We denote by NF = {x ∈ F | x ≠ a2 for all a ∈ F} and
SF = {x ∈ F | x = a2 for some 0 ≠ a ∈ F}. In other words, NF and SF are the classical Paley type group schemes in F
consisting of non-quadratic residues and quadratic residues of F, respectively. Let G = F3. Let f : F2 → F be the map
given by
f (x, y) = x
3
3
− y2xq−2. (1)
Define a multiplication on G by
(x1, y1, z1)(x2, y2, z2) = (x1 + x2, y1 + y2, z1 + z2 + 2(x1y2 − y1x2)+ f (x1 + x2, y1 + y2)
− f (x1, y1)− f (x2, y2)) (2)
for all (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) in G. Then G is a group under this multiplication with (0, 0, 0) as the identity and
(x, y, z)−1 = (−x,−y,−z) for all (x, y, z) ∈ G.
Let
Rx,y =

NF, if x ∈ SF,
NF ∪ {0}, if x ∈ NF,
F, if x = 0 and y ∈ SF,
∅, if x = 0 and y ∈ NF,
NF, if x = y = 0,
(3)
and
DF =

x,y∈F
(x, y, Rx,y) ⊂ G. (4)
Theorem 1.3. When gcd(|F|, 3) = 1, the subset DF is a Paley type group scheme in G.
Theorem 1.4. The strong multiplier groupM0(DF) ∼= F oM0(SF).
We now illustrate some consequences of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Since g(x) = x5 ± x3 − x is a Dickson permutation
polynomial of F32m+1 (see [15]) and f (x) = g(x2) = x10 ± x6 − x2 is a Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial of F32m+1 , by
Theorem 1.1 or Theorem 1.2, we have that
Corollary 1.5 ([10,17]). The polynomial f (x) = x10 ± x6 − x2 is a planar Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial over F32m+1 .
This gives a simple explanation of the Coulter–Matthews [10] and the Ding–Yin [17] commutative semifields. Now let p
be an odd prime. Let k be a positive integer not divisible by 3 and l be a positive integer. Let u be a primitive element of the
finite field Fp3k . In [43, Theorem 1], it is shown that the Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial
f (x) = x1+pk+3l − upk−1xpk+p3l
is a planar polynomial over Fp3k if k/ gcd(k, l) is odd. Note that the integer s in [43, Theorem 1] is given by s = k + 3l. By
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we know that Df = {f (x) | 0 ≠ x ∈ Fp3k} is a Paley type group scheme in Fp3k and
Corollary 1.6. For any prime p ≡ 3(mod 4), any odd positive integer k not divisible by 3, any positive integer l with k/ gcd(k, l)
odd, and any primitive element u in the finite field Fp3k , the polynomial
g(x) =
x
1+pk+3l
2 − upk−1x p
k+p3l
2 , if l is odd,
x
1+p4k+3l
2 − upk−1x p
4k+p3l
2 , if l is even
is an odd permutation polynomial over Fp3k .
One can also use Theorem 1.2 to obtain permutation polynomials from the commutative semifields constructed by
Bierbrauer [2].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.Wewill prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Section 2. In Section 3 we review the
definition of flag group of an additive Hadamard cocycle. Theorem 1.3 is proved in Section 4 while Theorem 1.4 is proved in
Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss a construction of Hadamard designs using twin Paley type schemes.
2. Planar Dembowski–Ostrom polynomials
In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We first prove three lemmas which imply Theorem 1.1, and then prove
Theorem 1.2. The proofs for necessary conditions in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 can be found in [41].
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Lemma 2.1. A Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial f over a finite field F of odd order is planar if and only if f is a normalized two-
to-one map.
Proof. If f is planar, then x ∗ y = [f (x + y) − f (x) − f (y)]/2 is the multiplication of a commutative presemifield and
f (x) = x ∗ x. Hence f (x) = 0 is equivalent to x ∗ x = 0 in the presemifield, which implies that x = 0. Also f (x)− f (y) = 0
implies x ∗ x− y ∗ y = (x− y) ∗ (x+ y) = 0, and therefore x = y or x = −y. Hence f is a normalized two-to-one map.
Conversely, if f is a normalized two-to-one map, from the fact that f is even, we have that x ∗ y = [f (x + y) −
f (x) − f (y)]/2 = [f (x + y) − f (x − y)]/4 = 0 is equivalent to (x + y)2 = (x − y)2, or xy = 0. This implies that
x ∗ y = [f (x+ y)− f (x)− f (y)]/2 is the multiplication of a commutative presemifield and therefore f is planar. 
Lemma 2.2. A Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial f over a finite field F of odd order is planar if and only if the set Df = {f (x) | 0 ≠
x ∈ F} is a Paley type group scheme in F.
Proof. If f is planar, then the set R = {(x, f (x)) ∈ (F,+)2 | x ∈ F} is a (q, q, q, 1) relative difference set in (F,+)2
relative to N = {(0, y) | y ∈ F}. Hence RR(−1) = q + (F2 − N) in the group ring Z[F2]. The projection map π : F2 → F
given by π(x, y) = y induces a group ring homomorphism π : Z[F2] → Z[F]. Since, by Lemma 2.1, f : F → F is a
normalized two-to-one map, one has π(R) = 1 + 2Df in Z[F]. Therefore from π(RR(−1)) = π(q + (F2 − N)), one gets
(1+ 2Df )(1+ 2D(−1)f ) = q+ (q− 1)F, or equivalently,
Df + D(−1)f + 2DfD(−1)f = q− 1+
q− 1
2
(F− 1) (5)
in Z[F]. By inspecting the parity of the coefficients of non-identity elements on both sides of (5), one has either Df = D(−1)f
when q ≡ 1(mod 4) or Df + D(−1)f + 1 = Fwhen q ≡ 3(mod 4). Hence Df is a Paley type group scheme in F.
Conversely, if Df = {f (x) | 0 ≠ x ∈ F} is a Paley type group scheme in F, then |Df | = (q − 1)/2. Hence f : F→ F is a
normalized two-to-one map. By Lemma 2.1, f is a planar function. 
Lemma 2.3. A Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial f over a finite field F of odd order is planar if and only if there is a permutation
polynomial g(x) such that f (x) = g(x2) for all x ∈ F.
Proof. Given a Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial
f (x) =
n−1
i,j=0
ai,jxp
i+pj ,
where ai,j are elements in F for all i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, we define
f1/2(x) =
n−1
i,j=0
ai,jx
pi+pj
2 .
Clearly f (x) = f1/2(x2). If f is planar, then, by Lemma 2.1, f1/2 : SF → Df is a bijection. Let g be a permutation of F such that
g(0) = 0 and g(x) = f1/2(x) for all x ∈ SF. Then f (x) = f1/2(x2) = g(x2) for all x ∈ F.
Conversely, if there is a permutation polynomial g(x) over F such that f (x) = g(x2), then f : F → F is a normalized
two-to-one map. By Lemma 2.1, f is planar. 
Obviously, Lemmas 2.1–2.3 imply Theorem 1.1. Next we prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For each Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial
f (x) =
n−1
i,j=0
ai,jxp
i+pj ,
we define
f˜ (x) =
n−1
i,j=0
ai,jxp
i+pjqδi,j ,
where
δi,j =

0, if i ≡ j(mod 2),
1, if i ≢ j(mod 2)
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and q = |F|. It is clear that f (x) = f˜ (x) for every x ∈ F. Let
g(x) = f˜1/2(x) =
n−1
i,j=0
ai,jx
pi+pjqδi,j
2 .
Since q ≡ 3(mod 4), the polynomial g(x) is an odd polynomial and g(x2) = f˜ (x) = f (x) for all x ∈ F. If there is another odd
polynomial h(x) over F such that h(x2) = f (x), then h(x) = g(x) for all x ∉ NF and h(x) = −h(−x) = −g(−x) = g(x) for
all x ∈ NF, and therefore h(x) = g(x).
If f is planar, by Lemma 2.1, the map g : SF → Df = {f (x) | 0 ≠ x ∈ F} is a bijection. Since g is odd, g : (−SF)→ (−Df )
is also a bijection. Hence g : F→ F is a permutation. The converse follows from Lemma 2.3. 
We end this section with a discussion of planar functions over finite fields.
Proposition 2.4. For every planar function f : F→ F, there is a normalized planar function g : F→ F and two elements a and
b in F such that f (x) = g(x+ a)+ b.
Proof. For each α ∈ F, let cα = |f −1(α)|. Since R = {(x, f (x)) | x ∈ F} is a relative difference set in (F,+)2 relative to
N := {(0, y) | y ∈ F} as f : F→ F is a planar function, one has RR(−1) = q + (F2 − N), where q = |F|. Let π : F2 → F be
the projection π(x, y) = y for each (x, y) ∈ F2. Then π(R)π(R)(−1) = q+ (π(F2)− F(N)) = q+ (q− 1)F. This implies that−
α∈F
cα = q,−
α∈F
c2α = 2q− 1,
and hence−
α∈F
(cα − 1)2 = q− 1
and there is at least one α ∈ F with cα = 1. Let a = −f −1(α), b = α and g(x) = f (x − a) − b. Then g(x) is a normalized
planar function and f (x) = g(x+ a)+ b. 
All known planar functions are Dembowski–Ostrom polynomials over a finite field with the exception of the
Coulter–Matthews planar functions [10], which is also a normalized even function. This raises the following questions:
Question 2.5. Is every normalized planar function over a finite field a two-to-one function? Equivalently, for every planar function
f : F→ F, does there exist exactly one pair of a and b in F such that f (x) = b if and only if x = a?
Question 2.6. Is every normalized planar function over a finite field an even function? Equivalently, Is every normalized planar
function f (x) over a finite field of the form f (x) = g(x2), where g(x) is a permutation polynomial over the field with g(0) = 0?
3. Flag groups of additive Hadamard cocycles
In this section we review the flag group of an additive Hadamard cocycle studied in [5]. Given a group H and an abelian
groupN , amapψ : H×H → N fromH×H toN is called an additiveHadamard cocycles if for each fixed 0 ≠ x ∈ H , themaps
ψ(x, ) : H → N and ψ(, x) : H → N are surjective group homomorphisms. Such a map ψ : H × H → N exists between
H×H and N if and only if both H and N are elementary abelian p-groups for some prime p and |N| ⩽ |H|. Themultiplication
of a presemifield F is an additive Hadamard cocycles with N = H = F , and therefore additive Hadamard cocycles can be
viewed as a natural generalization of presemifields. For each additive Hadamard cocyclesψ : H ×H → N , one can define a
group E(H,N, ψ) = (H×N, ·)with themultiplication · onH×N given by (x1, y1) · (x2, y2) = (x1+x2, y1+y2+ψ(x1, x2))
for all (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) in H × N . The group E(H,N, ψ) contains the subgroup {(0, y) | y ∈ N}, which is isomorphic
to N , in its center, and the subset R := {(x, 0) | x ∈ H} in E(H,N, ψ) is a (|H|, |N|, |H|, |H|/|N|)-relative difference set
relative to {(0, y) | y ∈ N}. For each a ∈ H , one can define a map fa : H × N → H × N by fa(x, y) = (x, y + ψ(x, a)) for
each (x, y) ∈ H × N . It can be easily checked that fa ∈ Aut(E(H,N, ψ)) and fa(R) = R · (−a, 0)−1 and fa ◦ fb = fa+b for all
a and b in H . Hence K := {fa | a ∈ H} is a subgroup of Aut(E(H,N, ψ)) and it is also a subgroup of the multiplier group
M(R) of the relative difference set R. Since {fa(R) | a ∈ H} = {R · (−a, 0)−1 | a ∈ H} = {R · r−1 | r ∈ R} is precisely
the set of blocks of the divisible design developed from the relative difference set R that contain the point of the design
corresponding to the identity element (0, 0) in E(H,N, ψ), the group K n E(H,N, ψ) acts on the flags of the design, i.e.
the pairs of u and Rv with u and v in E(H,N, ψ) such that u ∈ Rv, regularly and transitively. For this very reason, we call
the group K n E(H,N, ψ) the flag group of ψ and denote it by Flag(ψ). If (F ,+, ∗) is a presemifield, the flag group of the
additive Hadamard cocycle ψF (x, y) = x ∗ y for all x and y in F will be denoted by Flag(F). It was proved in [5], and in [20]
for |F | odd, that two commutative presemifields are isotopic if and only if their flag groups are isomorphic. Results in [20]
further imply that a commutative semifield F is isotopic to a field if and only if F is a field.
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For each additive Hadamard cocycle ψ : H × H → N , the flag group Flag(ψ) = Kψ n E(H,N, ψ) can be represented in
the following way. As a set, Flag(ψ) = H × H × N . The multiplication on Flag(ψ) is given by
(r1, s1, t1)(r2, s2, t2) = (r1 + r2, s1 + s2, t1 + t2 + ψ(s1, r2)+ ψ(s1, s2))
= (r1 + r2, s1 + s2, t1 + t2 + ψ(s1, r2 + s2)).
If we change the coordinates inH×H×N by letting x = r+ s, y = s, and z = t , then themultiplication on Flag(ψ) becomes
(x1, y1, z1)(x2, y2, z2) = (x1 + x2, y1 + y2, z1 + z2 + ψ(y1, x2))
for all (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) in Flag(ψ). When H and N are elementary abelian group of odd order, for any µ ∈ Aut(N)
and any map f : H × H → N with f (0, 0) = 0, one can define a group G = (H × H × N, ⋆)with the multiplication ⋆ given
by
(x1, y1, z1) ⋆ (x2, y2, z2) =

x1 + x2, y1 + y2, z1 + z2 + 12µ(ψ(y1, x2)− ψ(y2, x1))
+ f (x1 + x2, y1 + y2)− f (x1, y1)− f (x2, y2)

,
for all (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) in G, and a map π : Flag(ψ)→ G given by
π : (x, y, z) =

x, y, µ(z)− 1
2
µ(ψ(y, x))+ f (x, y)

for all (x, y, z) ∈ Flag(ψ). Then π is a group isomorphism and G ∼= Flag(ψ). If we take H = N = Fp, the finite field with p
elements, ψFp(x, y) = xy, the field multiplication, µ to be the identity map and f = 0, and let a = (1, 0, 0), b = (0, 1, 0)
and c = (0, 0,−1), then
Flag(Fp) ∼= G = ⟨a, b, c | ap = bp = cp = 1, b−1ab = ac, ca = ac, cb = bc⟩,
inwhich Feng [18] constructed a skewHadamard difference setD using the automorphism σ(x, y, z) = (x, x+y, 12x+gy+z)
for all (x, y, z) ∈ G when p ≡ 3(mod 4), where g is non-zero element in Fp with 2g a square. In the next section, we will
generalize Feng’s construction to the group defined by (2) which is isomorphic to Flag(F) for every finite field F with the
characteristic ch(F) ≠ 3.
4. Paley type group schemes in flag groups of finite fields
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 1.3 and present our computation in its entirety.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Clearly, since (x, y, z)−1 = (−x,−y,−z) in G defined by (2), we have
DFD
(−1)
F =
−
x′,y′,x,y∈F
(x′, y′, Rx′,y′)(−x,−y,−Rx,y)
=
−
x′,y′,x,y∈F
(x′ − x, y′ − y, Rx′,y′ − Rx,y + 2(xy′ − yx′)+ f (x′ − x, y′ − y)− f (x′, y′)− f (−x,−y))
=
−
a,b,x,y∈F
(a, b, Rx+a,y+b − Rx,y + 2(bx− ay)− f (x+ a, y+ b)+ f (x, y)+ f (a, b))
in the group ring Z[G], where DF is defined in (4) and f (x, y) is defined in (1). Now we calculate the multi-set−
x,y∈F
Rx+a,y+b − Rx,y + 2(bx− ay)− f (x+ a, y+ b)+ f (x, y)+ f (a, b)
for each (a, b) ∈ F2. Let ϵa,b(x, y) = 2(bx− ay)− f (x+ a, y+ b)+ f (x, y)+ f (a, b). Then the multi-set−
x,y∈F
Rx+a,y+b − Rx,y + 2(bx− ay)− f (x+ a, y+ b)+ f (x, y)+ f (a, b) =
−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
in the group ring Z[F] of the additive group of the finite field F. The element
ϵa,b(x, y) = 2(bx− ay)− f (x+ a, y+ b)+ f (x, y)+ f (a, b)
= 2(bx− ay)+ (y+ b)2(x+ a)q−2 − y2xq−2 − b2aq−2 − (x2a+ xa2)
=
2bx− 2ybx
q−2 − b2xq−2, if a = 0,
−[(bx− ay)− ax(x+ a)]
2
ax(a+ x) , if ax(a+ x) ≠ 0
(6)
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and ϵ0,0(x, y) = ϵ0,b(0, y) = ϵa,b(0, 0) = ϵa,b(−a,−b) = 0 in F, or 1 in Z[F]. Using the group ring notation, Rx,y defined in
(3) is given by
Rx,y =

NF, if x ∈ SF,
NF + 1, if x ∈ NF,
F, if x = 0 and y ∈ SF,
0, if x = 0 and y ∈ NF,
NF, if x = y = 0
in Z[F].
We now show that when q ≡ 3(mod 4), the set DF is a skew Hadamard difference set in G. We will repeatedly use the
identities NF = S(−1)F ,NF + SF + 1 = F, SFS(−1)F = NFN (−1)F = q+14 + q−34 F and FF = qF in Z[F], where q = |F|.
When a = b = 0, one has−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y =
−
x,y∈F
ϵ0,0(x, y)Rx,yR(−1)x,y
=
−
x∈SF,y∈F
Rx,yR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
Rx,yR(−1)x,y +
−
y∈SF
R0,yR
(−1)
0,y + R0,0R(−1)0,0
=
−
x∈SF,y∈F
NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1) +
−
y∈SF
FF+ NFN (−1)F
= q− 1
2
q

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F

+ q− 1
2
q

q+ 1
4
+ q+ 1
4
F

+ q− 1
2
qF+ q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F
= q
3 + 1
4
+ q
3 − 3
4
F.
When a = 0 and b ≠ 0, |SF ∩ (SF − b)| = (q− 3)/4 and by (6), one has−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y =
−
x,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y
=
−
x∈SF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
y∈SF∩(SF−b)
ϵ0,b(0, y)R0,y+bR(−1)0,y + ϵ0,b(0, b)R0,bR(−1)0,0 + ϵ0,b(0,−b)R0,0R(−1)0,−b
=
−
x∈SF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
y∈SF∩(SF−b)
FF+ NFF
=
−
x∈SF
−
y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)

NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF
−
y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+ q− 3
4
qF+ q− 1
2
F
= q− 1
2

q− 1
2
2
F+

q+ 1
2
2
F

+ q
2 − q− 2
4
F
= q
3 − 3
4
F.
When a ∈ NF, |SF∩(SF−a)| = |NF∩(NF−a)| = (q−3)/4, |SF∩(NF−a)| = |SF|−|SF∩{−a}|−|SF∩(SF−a)| = (q−3)/4
and |NF ∩ (SF − a)| = |NF| − |NF ∩ {−a}| − |NF ∩ (NF − a)| = (q+ 1)/4. By (6), one has−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y =
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
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+
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(0, y)Ra,y+bR(−1)0,y +
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(−a, y)R0,y+bR(−1)−a,y
=
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)N (−1)F +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

NF(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
y∈SF
ϵa,b(0, y)Ra,y+bR(−1)0,y +
−
y∈(SF−b)
ϵa,b(−a, y)R0,y+bR(−1)−a,y + ϵa,b(0, 0)Ra,bR(−1)0,0 + ϵa,b(−a,−b)R0,0R(−1)−a,−b
=
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a)
(2SF + 1)

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F

+
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a)
(2SF + 1)

q+ 1
4
+ q+ 1
4
F

+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a)
(2NF + 1)

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F+ N (−1)F

+
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a)
(2NF + 1)

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F+ NF

+
−
y∈SF
(NF + 1)F+
−
y∈(SF−b)
N (−1)F F+ (NF + 1)N (−1)F + NFN (−1)F
= (2SF + 1)q− 34
[
q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F

+

q+ 1
4
+ q+ 1
4
F
]
+ (2NF + 1)
[
q− 3
4

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F+ N (−1)F

+ q+ 1
4

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F+ NF
]
+ q
2 − q
2
F+ (NF + 1)N (−1)F + NFN (−1)F
= (2SF + 1)q− 34

q+ 1
2
+ q− 1
2
F

+ (2NF + 1)
[
q− 1
2

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F

+ q− 3
4
N (−1)F +
q+ 1
4
NF
]
+ q
2 − q
2
F+ (2NF + 1)N (−1)F
= q− 3
2

q+ 1
2
+ q− 1
2
F

F+ (2NF + 1)q+ 14 F+
q2 − q
2
F
= q
3 − 3
4
F.
When a ∈ SF, |SF∩ (SF−a)| = |NF∩ (NF−a)| = (q−3)/4, |SF∩ (NF−a)| = |SF|−|SF∩{−a}|−|SF∩ (SF−a)| = (q+1)/4
and |NF ∩ (SF − a)| = |NF| − |NF ∩ {−a}| − |NF ∩ (NF − a)| = (q− 3)/4. By (6), one has
−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y =
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(0, y)Ra,y+bR(−1)0,y +
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(−a, y)R0,y+bR(−1)−a,y
=
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)N (−1)F +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

NF(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
y∈SF
ϵa,b(0, y)Ra,y+bR(−1)0,y +
−
y∈(SF−b)
ϵa,b(−a, y)R0,y+bR(−1)−a,y + ϵa,b(0, 0)Ra,bR(−1)0,0 + ϵa,b(−a,−b)R0,0R(−1)−a,−b
=
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a)
(2NF + 1)

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F

+
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a)
(2NF + 1)

q+ 1
4
+ q+ 1
4
F

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+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a)
(2SF + 1)

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F+ N (−1)F

+
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a)
(2SF + 1)

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F+ NF

+
−
y∈SF
NFF+
−
y∈(SF−b)
(NF + 1)(−1)F+ NFN (−1)F + NF(NF + 1)(−1)
= (2NF + 1)q− 34
[
q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F

+

q+ 1
4
+ q+ 1
4
F
]
+ (2SF + 1)
[
q+ 1
4

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F+ N (−1)F

+ q− 3
4

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F+ NF
]
+ q
2 − q
2
F+ NFSF + NF(SF + 1)
= (2NF + 1)q− 34

q+ 1
2
+ q− 1
2
F

+ (2SF + 1)
[
q− 1
2

q+ 1
4
+ q− 3
4
F

+ q+ 1
4
N (−1)F +
q− 3
4
NF
]
+ q
2 − q
2
F+ (2SF + 1)NF
= q− 3
2

q+ 1
2
+ q− 1
2
F

F+ (2SF + 1)q+ 14 F+
q2 − q
2
F
= q
3 − 3
4
F.
This shows that DFD
(−1)
F = [(q3 + 1)+ (q3 − 3)G]/4 in the group ring Z[G]. It is easy to check that DF + D(−1)F + 1 = G in
Z[G]. Therefore DF is a skew Hadamard difference set in G.
We now show that when q ≡ 1(mod 4), the set DF is a Paley type partial difference set in G. We will use the identities
N (−1)F = NF, S(−1)F = SF,NF + SF + 1 = F, SFS(−1)F + SF = NFN (−1)F + NF = q−14 (1+ F) and SFNF = q−14 (−1+ F).
When a = b = 0, one has
NF +
−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y = NF +
−
x,y∈F
ϵ0,0(x, y)Rx,yR(−1)x,y
= NF +
−
x∈SF,y∈F
Rx,yR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
Rx,yR(−1)x,y +
−
y∈SF
R0,yR
(−1)
0,y + R0,0R(−1)0,0
= NF +
−
x∈SF,y∈F
NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1) +
−
y∈SF
FF+ NFN (−1)F
= q− 1
2
qN2F +
q− 1
2
q(N2F + 2NF + 1)+
q− 1
2
qF+ N2F + NF
= (q2 − q+ 1)(N2F + NF)+
q2 − q
2
(1+ F)
= (q2 − q+ 1)q− 1
4
(1+ F)+ q
2 − q
2
(1+ F)
= q
3 − 1
4
(1+ F).
When a = 0 and b ∈ SF, |SF ∩ (SF − b)| = (q− 5)/4 and by (6), one has
F+
−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y = F+
−
x,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y
= F+
−
x∈SF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
y∈SF∩(SF−b)
ϵ0,b(0, y)R0,y+bR(−1)0,y + ϵ0,b(0, b)R0,bR(−1)0,0 + ϵ0,b(0,−b)R0,0R(−1)0,−b
= F+
−
x∈SF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
y∈SF∩(SF−b)
FF+ 2NFF
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=
−
x∈SF
−
y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)

NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF
−
y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+ q− 5
4
qF+ qF
= q− 1
2

q− 1
2
2
F+

q+ 1
2
2
F

+ q− 1
4
qF
= q
3 − 1
4
F.
When a = 0 and b ∈ NF, |SF ∩ (SF − b)| = (q− 1)/4 and by (6), one has−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y =
−
x,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y
=
−
x∈SF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)Rx,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
y∈SF∩(SF−b)
ϵ0,b(0, y)R0,y+bR(−1)0,y
=
−
x∈SF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF,y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1) +
−
y∈SF∩(SF−b)
FF
=
−
x∈SF
−
y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)

NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF
−
y∈F
ϵ0,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1) + q− 14 qF
= q− 1
2

q− 1
2
2
F+

q+ 1
2
2
F

+ q− 1
4
qF
= q
3 − 1
4
F.
When a ∈ NF, |SF∩(SF−a)| = (q−1)/4, |NF∩(NF−a)| = (q−5)/4, |SF∩(NF−a)| = |SF|−|SF∩{−a}|−|SF∩(SF−a)| =
(q− 1)/4 and |NF ∩ (SF − a)| = |NF| − |NF ∩ {−a}| − |NF ∩ (NF − a)| = (q− 1)/4. By (6), one has
NF + 1+
−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y = NF + 1+
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(0, y)Ra,y+bR(−1)0,y +
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(−a, y)R0,y+bR(−1)−a,y
= NF + 1+
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)N (−1)F +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

NF(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
y∈SF
ϵa,b(0, y)Ra,y+bR(−1)0,y +
−
y∈(SF−b)
ϵa,b(−a, y)R0,y+bR(−1)−a,y + ϵa,b(0, 0)Ra,bR(−1)0,0 + ϵa,b(−a,−b)R0,0R(−1)−a,−b
= NF + 1+
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a)
(2NF + 1)NFN (−1)F +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a)
(2NF + 1)(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a)
(2SF + 1)(NF + 1)N (−1)F +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a)
(2SF + 1)NF(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
y∈SF
(NF + 1)F+
−
y∈(SF−b)
(NF + 1)(−1)F+ (NF + 1)N (−1)F + NF(NF + 1)(−1)
= (2NF + 1)
[
q− 1
4
N2F +
q− 5
4
(NF + 1)2 + NF + 1
]
+ q− 1
2
(2SF + 1)(N2F + NF)+
q2 − 1
2
F
= q− 1
4
[
(2NF + 1)

q− 1
2
+ q− 3
2
F

+ (2SF + 1)

q− 1
2
+ q− 1
2
F
]
+ q
2 − 1
2
F
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= q− 1
4
[(q− 1)+ (q2 − 2q)]F+ q
2 − 1
2
F
= q
3 − 1
4
F.
When a ∈ SF, |SF∩(SF−a)| = (q−5)/4, |NF∩(NF−a)| = (q−1)/4, |SF∩(NF−a)| = |SF|−|SF∩{−a}|−|SF∩(SF−a)| =
(q− 1)/4 and |NF ∩ (SF − a)| = |NF| − |NF ∩ {−a}| − |NF ∩ (NF − a)| = (q− 1)/4. By (6), one has
NF +
−
x,y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y = NF +
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a),y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)Rx+a,y+bR(−1)x,y
+
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(0, y)Ra,y+bR(−1)0,y +
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(−a, y)R0,y+bR(−1)−a,y
= NF +
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

NFN
(−1)
F +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

(NF + 1)N (−1)F +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a)
−
y∈F
ϵa,b(x, y)

NF(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
y∈SF
ϵa,b(0, y)Ra,y+bR(−1)0,y +
−
y∈(SF−b)
ϵa,b(−a, y)R0,y+bR(−1)−a,y + ϵa,b(0, 0)Ra,bR(−1)0,0 + ϵa,b(−a,−b)R0,0R(−1)−a,−b
= NF +
−
x∈SF∩(SF−a)
(2SF + 1)NFN (−1)F +
−
x∈NF∩(NF−a)
(2SF + 1)(NF + 1)(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
x∈SF∩(NF−a)
(2NF + 1)(NF + 1)N (−1)F +
−
x∈NF∩(SF−a)
(2NF + 1)NF(NF + 1)(−1)
+
−
y∈SF
NFF+
−
y∈(SF−b)
N (−1)F F+ NFN (−1)F + NFN (−1)F
= (2SF + 1)
[
q− 5
4
N2F +
q− 1
4
(NF + 1)2
]
+ q− 1
2
(2NF + 1)(N2F + NF)+
(q− 1)2
2
F+ 2N2F + NF
= (2SF + 1)

q− 3
2
N2F +
q− 1
2
NF + q− 14

+ (2NF + 1)

q− 1
2
N2F +
q+ 1
2
NF

+ (q− 1)
2
2
F
= (2SF + 1)

q− 3
2
N2F +
q− 3
2
NF + q− 14

+ (2NF + 1)

q− 1
2
N2F +
q− 1
2
NF

+ q
2 − 1
2
F
= q− 1
4
[
(2SF + 1)

q− 1
2
+ q− 3
2
F

+ (2NF + 1)

q− 1
2
+ q− 1
2
F
]
+ q
2 − 1
2
F
= q− 1
4
[(q− 1)+ (q2 − 2q)]F+ q
2 − 1
2
F
= q
3 − 1
4
F.
This shows that DF + DFD(−1)F = (q3 − 1)(1 + F)/4, or equivalently, DFD(−1)F = (q3 − 1)(1 + F)/4 − DF in the group
ring Z[G]. Clearly D(−1)F = DF and |DF| = (q3 − 1)/2. Hence DF is a Paley type partial difference set in G. Combining the two
cases, we proved that DF is a Paley type group scheme in G. 
We end this section with the following question.
Question 4.1. Does every flag group of a presemifield (or commutative presemifield) contain a Paley type group scheme?
5. The strong multiplier group
In [26, Theorem 8.1 and Corollary 8.2], Kantor proved that when q = |F| > 11, the automorphisms of the designs
obtained from SF, the Cayley graph or Cayley digraph of SF are all given by the maps ϕ : F → F with ϕ(x) = axσ + b for
some element a ∈ SF, some element b ∈ F and some Galois automorphism σ ∈ Gal(F/Fp) = Gal(F). As a consequence,
one has
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Proposition 5.1. For every finite field F of odd order, the strong multiplier groups M0(SF) = M0(NF) ∼= SF o Gal(F), the
multiplier groupsM(SF) =M(NF) =M0(SF) =M0(NF) when |F| > 3, and the multiplier groupM(F, SF) = F∗ o Gal(F).
Remark 5.2. M(SF3) =M(NF3) = F∗ ∼= Z2 whileM0(SF3) =M0(NF3) = SF3 = 1.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.4. Recall that
f (x, y) = x
3
3
− y2xq−2
for all x, y in F.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let ϕ : G → G be an isomorphism that fixes DF. Since {(0, 0, z) ∈ G | z ∈ F} is the center, the
commutator subgroup and the Frattini subgroup of G, ϕ({(0, 0, z) ∈ G | z ∈ F}) = {(0, 0, z) ∈ G | z ∈ F}. If we let
ϕ(x, y, z) = (ϕ1(x, y, z), ϕ2(x, y, z), ϕ3(x, y, z)),
where ϕ1(x, y, z), ϕ2(x, y, z) and ϕ3(x, y, z) are in F, then the functions ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ3 satisfy ϕ1(0, 0, z) = ϕ2(0, 0, z) = 0.
Since ϕ is an isomorphism, we have ϕ((x1, y1, z1)(x2, y2, z2)) = ϕ(x1, y1, z1)ϕ(x2, y2, z2), i.e.
ϕ(x1 + x2, y1 + y2, z1 + z2 + 2(x1y2 − y1x2)+ f (x1 + x2, y1 + y2)− f (x1, y1)− f (x2, y2))
= ϕ(x1, y1, z1)ϕ(x2, y2, z2),
for all (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) in G. This is equivalent to
ϕ1(x1 + x2, y1 + y2, z1 + z2 + 2(x1y2 − y1x2)+ f (x1 + x2, y1 + y2)− f (x1, y1)− f (x2, y2))
= ϕ1(x1, y1, z1)+ ϕ1(x2, y2, z2),
ϕ2(x1 + x2, y1 + y2, z1 + z2 + 2(x1y2 − y1x2)+ f (x1 + x2, y1 + y2)− f (x1, y1)− f (x2, y2))
= ϕ2(x1, y1, z1)+ ϕ2(x2, y2, z2),
ϕ3(x1 + x2, y1 + y2, z1 + z2 + 2(x1y2 − y1x2)+ f (x1 + x2, y1 + y2)− f (x1, y1)− f (x2, y2))
= ϕ3(x1, y1, z1)+ ϕ3(x2, y2, z2)+ 2(ϕ1(x1, y1, z1)ϕ2(x2, y2, z2)− ϕ2(x1, y1, z1)ϕ1(x2, y2, z2))
+ f (ϕ1(x1, y1, z1)+ ϕ1(x2, y2, z2), ϕ2(x1, y1, z1)+ ϕ2(x2, y2, z2))− f (ϕ1(x1, y1, z1), ϕ2(x1, y1, z1))
− f (ϕ1(x2, y2, z2), ϕ2(x2, y2, z2))
for all x1, x2, y1, y2, z1 and z2 ∈ F, if we set x2 = y2 = 0, we get
ϕ1(x1, y1, z1 + z2) = ϕ1(x1, y1, z1),
ϕ2(x1, y1, z1 + z2) = ϕ2(x1, y1, z1), (7)
ϕ3(x1, y1, z1 + z2) = ϕ3(x1, y1, z1)+ ϕ3(0, 0, z2),
for all x1, y1, z1, z2 ∈ F. Therefore ϕ1 and ϕ2 are independent of z and (ϕ1, ϕ2) : F2 → F2 is an automorphism of the
elementary abelian group F2. Hence there are four endomorphisms ϕij, i, j = 1, 2, of the elementary abelian group (F,+)
such that ϕi(x, y) = ϕi1(x) + ϕi2(y) for all x and y in F and i = 1, 2. Clearly, ϕi1(x) = ϕi(x, 0), ϕi2(y) = ϕi(0, y) and
ϕi(x, y) = ϕi(x, 0) + ϕ(0, y) = ϕi1(x) + ϕi2(y) as ϕi : F2 → F is a homomorphism for i = 1, 2. Let π : G → F2 be the
homomorphism π(x, y, z) = (x, y) for all (x, y, z) ∈ G, which induces a group ring homomorphism π : Z[G] → Z[F2].
Obviously
π(DF) = q− 12 (SF, F)+
q+ 1
2
(NF, F)+ q(0, SF)+ q− 12 (0, 0)
in Z[F2]. Since ϕ(DF) = DF and π ◦ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2)◦π , we have (ϕ1, ϕ2)(π(DF)) = π(DF). This implies that (ϕ1, ϕ2)(SF, F) =
(SF, F), (ϕ1, ϕ2)(NF, F) = (NF, F), (ϕ1, ϕ2)(0, SF) = (0, SF) and (ϕ1, ϕ2)(0,NF) = (0,NF). Hence ϕ12(y) = ϕ1(0, y) = 0
and ϕ11 and ϕ22 are inM0(SF). By Proposition 5.1, there are a and a′ in SF and σ1 and σ2 in Gal(F) such that ϕ1(x, y, z) = axσ1
and ϕ2(x, y, z) = ϕ21(x)+ a′yσ2 for all (x, y, z) ∈ G.
We now consider ϕ3(x, y, z). Let s : F2 → F be the map s(x, y) = ϕ3(x, y, 0) and µ : F → F be the map
µ(z) = ϕ3(0, 0, z). Set z1 = 0 in the third identity of (7), we get ϕ3(x, y, z) = s(x, y)+µ(z). Hence s(x1, y1)+µ(z1+ z2) =
s(x1, y1) + µ(z1) + µ(z2) and µ is a homomorphism. In fact µ is an isomorphism because ϕ({(0, 0, z) ∈ G | z ∈ F}) =
{(0, 0, z) ∈ G | z ∈ F}. From the equation of ϕ3 before (7),
s(x1 + x2, y1 + y2)+ µ(z1 + z2 + 2(x1y2 − y1x2)+ f (x1 + x2, y1 + y2)− f (x1, y1)− f (x2, y2))
= s(x1, y1)+ µ(z1)+ s(x2, y2)+ µ(z2)+ 2(axσ11 (ϕ21(x2)+ a′yσ22 )− (ϕ21(x1)+ a′yσ21 )axσ12 )
+ f (axσ11 + axσ12 , ϕ21(x1)+ a′yσ21 + ϕ21(x2)+ a′yσ22 )− f (axσ11 , ϕ21(x1)+ a′yσ21 )− f (axσ12 , ϕ21(x2)+ a′yσ22 )
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for all (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) in G. If we switch (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) in the above equation to obtain a new equation
and compare it with the original one, we get
µ(x1y2 − y1x2) = axσ11 (ϕ21(x2)+ a′yσ22 )− (ϕ21(x1)+ a′yσ21 )axσ12 (8)
and
s(x1 + x2, y1 + y2)− s(x1, y1)− s(x2, y2) = (f (axσ11 + axσ12 , ϕ21(x1)+ a′yσ21 + ϕ21(x2)+ a′yσ22 )
−µ(f (x1 + x2, y1 + y2)))− (f (axσ11 , ϕ21(x1)+ a′yσ21 )
−µ(f (x1, y1)))− (f (axσ12 , ϕ21(x2)+ a′yσ22 )− µ(f (x2, y2))) (9)
for all (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) in F2. Set y1 = y2 = 0, x2 = 1 and let b = ϕ21 (1) in (8), we get ϕ21(x) = bxσ1 for all x ∈ F
and ϕ2(x, y, z) = bxσ1 + a′yσ2 for all (x, y, z) ∈ G. Set y2 = 1 and y1 = 0 in (8), we get µ(z) = aa′zσ1 for all z ∈ F. Set
x1 = 1 and x2 = 0 in (8), we get µ(z) = aa′zσ2 for all z ∈ F. Hence σ1 = σ2. Let σ = σ1 = σ2. Then ϕ1(x, y, z) = axσ and
ϕ2(x, y, z) = bxσ + a′yσ for all (x, y, z) ∈ G and µ(z) = aa′zσ for all z ∈ F. Eq. (9) implies that
s(x, y)− f (axσ1 , ϕ21(x)+ a′yσ2)+ µ(f (x, y)) = s(x, y)− f (axσ , bxσ + a′yσ )+ aa′(f (x, y))σ
is a group homomorphism from F2 to F. Hence there are endomorphisms h1 and h2 of (F,+) such that
s(x, y) = f (axσ , bxσ + a′yσ )− aa′(f (x, y))σ + h1(x)+ h2(y)
for all (x, y) ∈ F2 and ϕ3(x, y, z) = s(x, y) + aa′zσ for all (x, y, z) ∈ G. From ϕ(DF) = DF, we find that s(x, y) = 0 when
x ≠ 0. This implies that s(x, 0) = 0 for all x ∈ F, or equivalently
(axσ )3
3
− aq−2b2xσ − aa
′(xσ )3
3
+ h1(x) = 0
for all x ∈ F. Since ch(F) ≠ 3, the function x3 is not additive, we get a3 − aa′ = 0, and hence a′ = a2 and h1(x) = aq−2bxσ .
Therefore
s(x, y) = (ax
σ )3
3
− (bxσ + a2yσ )2(axσ )q−2 − a
3(xσ )3
3
+ a3(yσ )2(xσ )q−2 + h1(x)+ h2(y)
= −2a2b(xq−1y)σ + h2(y).
When x ≠ 0, we must have
s(x, y) = −2a2b(xq−1y)σ + h2(y) = −2a2byσ + h2(y) = 0,
which implies that h2(y) = 2a2byσ and s(x, y) = 2a2b[(1− xq−1)y]σ . This shows that
ϕ(x, y, z) = (axσ , bxσ + a2yσ , 2a2b[(1− xq−1)y]σ + a3zσ )
for all (x, y, z) ∈ G, where a ∈ SF, b ∈ F and σ ∈ Gal(F). Conversely, one can easily check that every ϕ of this form is in
M0(DF). ThereforeM0(DF) ∼= F oM0(SF). 
Remark 5.3. Similar computation shows thatM(G,DF) = M0(DF), andM(DF) = M0(DF) when DF is a skew Hadamard
difference set in G.
6. Symmetric designs from twin Paley type schemes
The twin prime power construction of (4n2−1, 2n2−1, n2−1)-difference set introduced by Stanton and Sprott [40] was
generalized in [38,41]. In this section we prove its Paley type scheme version. For any finite set X and any subset R ⊆ X ×X ,
we define a square matrixMR = [mx,y]X×X whose rows and columns are indexed by X such that
mx,y =

1 if (x, y) ∈ R,
0 if (x, y) ∉ R
for all (x, y) ∈ X ×X . The matrixMX×X will be denoted by JX and the identity matrix will be denoted by IX . Using this matrix
notation, the definition of association scheme (X, R0, R1, . . . , Rd) given at the beginning of this paper is equivalent to
(i) MR0 = IX andMR0 +MR1 +MR2 + · · · +MRd = JX ;
(ii) M⊤Ri ∈ {MR1 ,MR2 , . . . ,MRd} for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d;
(iii) there are non-negative integers pki,j, i, j, k = 0, 1, . . . , d, such that
MRiMRj = p0i,jMR0 + p1i,jMR1 + p2i,jMR2 + · · · + pdi,jMRd
for any i, j = 0, 1, . . . , d.
(iv) MRiMRj = MRjMRi for all i, j, k = 0, 1, . . . , d.
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The Z-linear span of thematricesMR0 ,MR1 ,MR2 , . . . ,MRd form a commutative subring of the X×X matrix ring with integer
entries. The subring is called the Bose–Mesner ring of the scheme. If the scheme (X, R0, R1, R2, . . . , Rd) is a group scheme,we
define DRi = {xy−1 | (x, y) ∈ Ri} for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d, then DR0 = {1},DR1 , DR2 , . . . ,DRd form a partition of the group X . Let
rX be the regular linear representation of X . If we consider DR0 ,DR1 ,DR2 , . . . ,DRd as group ring elements, thenMRi = rX (DRi)
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d. Since rX is a faithful representation, the Z-linear span of DR0 ,DR1 ,DR2 , . . . ,DRd form a commutative
subring of the group ring Z[X] and the subring is isomorphic to the Bose–Mesner ring of the group scheme. Such a subring
of a group ring is also known as a Schur ring of the group.
A two-class scheme (X, R0, R1, R2) is a Paley type scheme if it satisfies conditions that |X | is odd,
MR1 JX = JXMR1 = MR2 JX = JXMR2 =
|X | − 1
2
JX ,
M⊤R1 =

MR1 if |X | ≡ 1(mod 4),
MR2 if |X | ≡ 3(mod 4),
M⊤R2 =

MR2 if |X | ≡ 1(mod 4),
MR1 if |X | ≡ 3(mod 4),
and
MR1MR2 = MR2MR1 =

−|X | − 1
4
IX + |X | − 14 JX if |X | ≡ 1(mod 4),|X | + 1
4
IX + |X | − 34 JX if |X | ≡ 3(mod 4).
A group scheme (X, R0, R1, R2) is a Paley type scheme if and only if the sets DR1 and DR2 are Paley type partial difference sets
in X when |X | ≡ 1(mod 4), or skew Hadamard difference sets in X when |X | ≡ 3(mod 4).
We call two Paley type schemes (X, R0, R1, R2) and (Y , S0, S1, S2) twin schemes if |X | − |Y | = 2. The following theorem
is the association scheme version of the twin prime power construction [40].
Theorem 6.1. Let (X, R0, R1, R2) and (Y , S0, S1, S2) be twin Paley type schemes with |X | − |Y | = 2. Then the matrix
IX ⊗ JY + MR1 ⊗ MS1 + MR2 ⊗ MS2 is the incidence matrix of a 2 − (|X × Y |, (|X × Y | − 1)/2, (|X × Y | − 3)/4) design.
If (X, R0, R1, R2) and (Y , S0, S1, S2) are group schemes, then the subset {1} × Y ∪ DR1 × DS1 ∪ DR2 × DS2 in X × Y is a
(|X × Y |, (|X × Y | − 1)/2, (|X × Y | − 3)/4)-difference set.
Proof. From the above discussion, we have
(IX ⊗ JY +MR1 ⊗MS1 +MR2 ⊗MS2)(IX ⊗ JY +MR1 ⊗MS1 +MR2 ⊗MS2)⊤
= IX ⊗ J2Y +M⊤R1 ⊗ JYM⊤S1 +M⊤R2 ⊗ JYM⊤S2 +MR1 ⊗MS1 JY +MR1M⊤R1 ⊗MS1M⊤S1
+MR1M⊤R2 ⊗MS1M⊤S2 +MR2 ⊗MS2 JY +MR2M⊤R1 ⊗MS2M⊤S1 +MR2M⊤R2 ⊗MS2M⊤S2
= IX ⊗ JY + (|Y | − 1)JX ⊗ JY +MR1M⊤R1 ⊗MS1M⊤S1 +MR1M⊤R2 ⊗MS1M⊤S2 +MR2M⊤R1 ⊗MS2M⊤S1
+MR2M⊤R2 ⊗MS2M⊤S2
= IX ⊗ JY + (|Y | − 1)JX ⊗ JY + (M2R1 +M2R2)⊗MS1MS2 +MR1MR2 ⊗ (M2S1 +M2S2)
= IX ⊗ JY + (|Y | − 1)JX ⊗ JY + (MR1 +MR2)2 ⊗MS1MS2 +MR1MR2 ⊗ (MS1 +MS2)2 − 4MR1MR2 ⊗MS1MS2
= |X | |Y | + 1
4
IX ⊗ IY + |X | |Y | − 34 JX ⊗ JY
= |X × Y | + 1
4
IX×Y + |X × Y | − 34 JX×Y .
When (X, R0, R1, R2) and (Y , S0, S1, S2) are group schemes, since regular linear representations are faithful and rX×Y =
rX ⊗ rY , the set {1}× Y ∪DR1 ×DS1 ∪DR2 ×DS2 is a (|X × Y |, (|X × Y | − 1)/2, (|X × Y | − 3)/4)-difference set in X × Y . 
The theorem gives a construction of Hadamardmatrices of square order from twin pairs of skewHadamardmatrices and
strongly regular graphs as well as (4n2 − 1, 2n2 − 1, n2 − 1)-difference sets from twin pairs of skew Hadamard difference
sets and Paley type partial difference sets.
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